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well, ~ "~ Lw~came here
i've been

	

ing, honest li
far away, It's all midwest o

California and we have fou
are going to use it to finan
we can in sap francisco . of
there a lot ofpeople doing s
So, don't ffi6§ine for a Z-=

LKAGIIuy

J yes, it must take a lot
ST

	

4L" em;L yes but now we are

v

at is actually the only money
ing, you knew . I get invited from
the east . we are both going .to
gigs in four days . of course we are
e our trip . we are going to see everyone
ourse there are lots of colleagues
imilar things in the bay area .
t we dap earn a living in santa fe3

ream a"b ut other things . like we would
r because this is so crummy and this
but it's not necessary. . . we can work
al demands are much less than they
Mulati ng all this stuff .

ST yes, but you can always
like to have a good monit
i s the only, one we have,
without qso, our finan
use to b

	

en we were ac
J I wanted to ask you to talk about the equipment you are using

and how it dictates the images tkz you are putting forth .
.4R

	

how much i s the context the content?.,
ST

	

well it is to a -very -q4x.an- degree ., J 1 (tn tail

	

iO'A.v,; f4jc-Ict,

19-C, C

the tools predict to a large extent your imagay that's ~,ihy we
want to make our tools because you can't make your tools to
your images . see, if you are going to take everything that the
industry gives you, then you are going to end up with a, certain
set of possibilities . beyond that we couldn't do -so what-we have
done consists of a lot of things that are manufactured by sony

and ranosonit of ceurseland of that equipment, most ^f it, we can
get secondhand . because you see, we feed off the industry that

way . the industries throw it out when it gets dated and every-hing
gets dated very fast in electronics . this perfectly gcod equipment
`we can nick up for a fraction of the price and thats, well, this
is all. standard

	

that's bee+ade
to the specifications of the vasulkas .

- (A" aaf Z
,VU, 'er

i feel the situation is much br,
or artists have admitted t) th
the materialthey revert to nonFrf*llectuai working, playing with
hands or w- atever . these are notoriously icncurn processes in art .

4

	

Z)0 Qt"'G,..
ader . you see other artform
ith the material . inspired by

the basis of art . but when we pass into playing with this stuff,



people begin to separate it as this would mean something intellectual
while it's very much the same process a

	

a . of play .

	

because
if people did not play then they move into the category of . .,

ST professionalst

of the other . . and i am always very
make a difference between these to
14

And
y

	

. t

	

.ate

_ _

	

-

	

if i ccull not do this if we were net free � .

: .people are sometimes disgusted by this
play with this technology, how can you just play with it, why don't
you do something with it? in other words, it's the same principle,
it's the play that i s the Lam

	

In pirati on o f the material-
to learn how to understeed Rc"rearn the craft to apply the
craft~o the material and then you. get xictures .

astonished when people would
y _ard other tools or toys

ST so, are you saying that all art is play or is their professional
art or some :kind of art that isn't play, that is serious?

w

	

depends,someone wants to _clay he can, someone ,ants to ca.rce it is,

ST but is that still art?

I don't_ talk _ about art, only about the process . . .t

ST but we play very seriously i would say, j

you see the woman , she is very serious .

ST i mean if you get up in the ncrning and you sit to late night
with the computer ~.nd you don't call it, serious ~. . _

W oh, you get into these traps like competition with yourself and
co*petition with the Trachine, all kind of ridiculous thins

i
Bt and that's play, huh?

well, it's a yla~. because only subeoncsious rctivation can have
a service, not a conscious one if you put a heavy irprotance
on what you do it kind of slips away, becomes '.._ind of ric1icuious

i mean what the hel,

	

l, how can you perfor~ with such thoughts . _

4 or o~ettfo-d



what i am~ trying to say i s that we shuld denythaf

	

themedia in the sense of the same tyre of utility that otherartists use in their corte;rU -t . t
t-

j but here is what i wantedto know - when you are puttiro atape out, that is offering it for viewing i somehow had thesense that you might extract parts of the tape to expand onor reworic it - take a segment and make a totally differenttare by using the image with, a new. program or sound .

	

a person_seeing it might not associate itWThe original unless theyhad studied your vo rk .

	

In that wc.y it is using your equipmentto experiment if i might use that word 'instead of~~lay .society might accept that more easily than the

	

term serious1

3
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be_ome
since the material_ng_ Yale,�

-0 .many,._a,
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you
have a much wider choice, -

	

l~at ` IT':, ,our ,. .

	

to
be

	

so totally, differentv~
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h

	

. .

	

,u
y.~u see this ih - redablP consistency and tha

	

- d

L~e

	

we visited h,~m the other day and he is

	

.lprocess
period now where he is starting cn this large work and
he only know's v,7guely what the shape is going to be he
doesn't

	

now how it t s going to t end and whatever . i t is the
same images that he has always had,, it fBs so consistent
with what he has always had and then you understand that he
was probably born with them he probably always say: thebody like this and then he_Just learned the craft of how to
make it so you know i

	

gettin7 more and more intoinking those images may be where'"ey are along and i dust choir'them . in a certain

	

we have a similar choice of imagesand in another way we have a very different choices cf images
so if we take the two together there is a difference in the

ones he makes and the ones i make .

p _

w let's say sometimes you have a fi ite a-mount of processes . so someyti*
you sit here and make four progra~s four months . now that i call

_ J



kind of a pure construct, something that you make and regardless
of what the pictorial result is these programs are independant
on any reality because any image can be put through those

	

-,
programs andsuddenl#ecome variations on the program but that

is where the problem beg ns . any image you put through or
every image you put though wiil,*,h:-. an entirely different context .

i mean content within that oo ntextt^1#8
,~ let's get this st3.ight4 . .that is from very

	

angles
that image will take ove , totally cover up that process-_j_

let say from color, there is a blue color and it is
or there is a movement and you say oh this is lire kinetic sometlij

and you relate it in your memory to a whole'bank of kinticyet th_ s is what iCG

	

my dilemma because i want to apply
what i call these rol&,r)tifacts that the r?aching gives me
or i have to negotiate With the machine .

	

i like them to be on th*im
own .yet, when you slip into application of those~kYou develop

itd,~s connected to the - world of art
cesses , it's going through

sorts cf realities .

	

some
Pt others remind you of

this rich contextual w6rk
it is connected to pictorial

the painting ce4L:zannb and
programs are very cubi

ST seurat
W seurat wit. the

	

picxilated
say the trap of art,
with application, to 4pply method onto any concept

1
14 nil do.	,,

or pointilated . so you ax uld
the obseession

only if the role artif4ctlhas no other meaning beyond its own
exsistence . you see that would be the dream but it always, by

carelessness,by car;eles handling you always arrive at some
product . i

ST you slip into product
or it unnoticed slips I~j you . . . you cannot control it anymoreit escapes your envi

	

ent and it represents your art so tospeak . se that i s wh

	

hose systems i think, have to bci°watchedcarefully . people

	

ould learn to look behind the firstbehind the ictorial structure . and should learn whatwe'd learn'*, there 's a control system behind that is approachedfirst there is a conce t of the image before the image comes outand there are various

	

ays of cc rtrolling treat image, cyclicalway or there is some d fferent, is it countrepoint or*_r a;;Ml!drelationship between soo-ind and image

	

2 is c
suddenly t

	

all those

	

which are sod

	

to us. ; . of. course with time all the garbage which forms atEn

	

the su~ac4 o

	

fl be laid bare because people will see
those elements . you know just by the tradition of lookirl`at the pictures but it may be too late . you have let slipso much of theta surfa4e out that we have captivated those proceslkthat will not be repeatled, see, that's the trouble .each tool error wil 1 always locate their own processeswith the tools, with theRabitI, with the abilities, within ther~,,~~~~ tradition and theme sh uld be -reserved, more anthropologicall ; y _:than pi ctrgopi

	

~'J
: "Dict6rialis-n~ as such, looking at the traditionA--of video as a pi orial!product is very very misleading, veryshortsighted . bu

	

e have to be careful otherwise we willpolluTtt

	

world by meaningless images . People always scream and saycolors red you Rno~ omorrow they wouldn't say that



0

ex~m,zalpWs: we started to work with video
with a group of people,we suddenly came to this medium and
started to work with it . i t was extremely primitive . the firdfi
artifacts of that medi ".= like video feedback became overnight
everyone's art .

	

it was so easy, to ma? e .

	

you just

	

-&a a
put it into the monitor' does

	

structural image off.

	

VOIo

'ammimandala which is reference to other rings w1aich is
drugs and meditation and all the cultural validity, it was an
instant utility and easy product, yet after you use it for a'v.~'
very short time it became so abused, i would say not abused
but it was rejected as a possibility because it became so much
a tradition- became so conventional . i t would be so out-

rageous if you would keep on doin,7 14,* ,,4yet, if you look at it
now you see Wcaurse tha~it becor e ~'''oked at -or regulated to PsAOclrl"'4e% 4

on the level of o`~her culture . i t has a significance but it
in time, it becomes history-instant history

.WWcomes) is located.
so then, Vhat i am trying to say is that it becomes rather anthro-

pologica4subject than aesthetic . and that happens in video

because it is a phenomena fit that has to be identified
before it becomes truelly workable .

they would say, oh see that, that's it . so you have to make
some morayesponsibility Vn'ch you have to have .

IZ i

	

are interested by what yol mean by anthropological preservatiam

3T like the other day woody was pulting two different things to-
gether into a picture and it made for a very beautiful picture

and i said hey, i want to record this, and he said no I'm just

playing around and we didn't record it of course . and that was

a typical anthropological thing to do while he was playing

around hePuts in another number and we don't l_cno-,a Ahat co#es
t comes out is very fantastic, ver;intexesti

out and maybe wha
and we didn't record it and now we are saying maybe we shouYl

make a sessioAsand put in all those numbers and record it
but then z

	

s no~anthropolo^ical anymore! and we are going

to frame it and we are going to do all those other things .

out of context .

c
wi th

	

_t

	

mizht o c cur . .

st yes, but how dc you'd

J

	

, :

	

.

	

t YOU could make it a practice

for a time to record everything~.s you discover it-l..

r .
.V ...

	

_

	

-

	

-

	

:~ . . .

	

-nsc

	

ntiflus

	

. . .

ba ical y it is a process of collectin- found objects . many

tines we refer to things as found objects because we truelly

find- it is somewhat 'by coincidence or the architecture of

the machine produces artifacts which Twe have never loosed

for . they are there so you find them .
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let us say you have a prog am and later you decide
you :night want to .show a p rticular image would be
program that gave you cart in results before - but
may look very different de ending uporthe - subject,
instead of a person . . . but :gn you have scripting .
wek,e, everything you do through a computervha'st -be organized
through a program . it is a score, a priori . again there is aspace for improvisation

	

you can do some live
reprogramming t at might not always be directed or writteninto the program. so the e is s ae Was. or r

	

~r ex^erimentata,t, .
written, everything you have

program behind . there is a not
and this can empty the machine

serve the program with a m
you an example, all the inte
so whatever do has to come f
or has to be taken~rom the

so this i s actually the medium
and all the rrotocal all t!

hunk of this magnetic medium an
use.~__Aco

improvisation
with other tools like the a
like wave forms -.,rare comin.7

so it's not unambiguous,
a score but it will be more o
but here the ambiguity disapp
whole different Walk about w1-
where you take i t from, how
even without

	

the machine
story about t--e rodel of the
fro*he data base it's in nu
if you take it from a

discaussions which have
the imaging craft, the

your ouestions.
you said that 1when you did your work it
woody's, and his from yours,

ouldicharacteriae

the way
to use this
this
a reiri4gerato r

done leave a trace of the
tional system a priori
into the program and pre-
netic disc . just to give
ligence--is on the magnetic disc
om here.t( holds disc up)
ystem and preserved .
hich cari%a the notation
e rituaLing J:ritten inside t'r_is lit
as you said it is a score
-e

	

-~' owe' forms of

alo-, like gene discussed yesterday
so as virtually unrepeatable
is ambi uoss .you can write S
lessapproximate interpretatic .
ars . but then there is a
t image you originate
ou organize the primary image
but it is a whole different

mage, if you generate
erical tables or logarythyms,

you see these xx are then
ing to do with com:utor craft .

concert . but let's s':ick with

was very different from

the specific differences .

that is almost impossible to talk about because that is something
you :,crow, you see it ar_d you just 7tno~,, and if i was to elaborate
on it or what it is, it becomes very difficult because . .

yes, 14hat is the'-difference between you and me?

St o'c, i would characterize it this way, i couldn't nave made any
o woody's tay.^^es and he couldn't have made any cf ray tapes

w?

09the first tyro years of worl_{ is virtually indisti -rguishable .
yes, you see we really didn't work
Swit;rp ix dc» ~fi knchl Gn ymmm

tc-ether in the 17=~ of
S2+~t

a
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St well, you are not interested in thatso he uses my library.

St I shamelessly rip them off, uh huh . and you haven't heard it yetbut i am gonna,rin off his sound . because he makes good sound .iam gonna go into the library of sound a and just mercilessly,,,
d

`r1 we were '{ird cf observing the phenomena in tho'le yearsthe only authorship we would tare would be- tD control it,step to it and do something to it in time . she's right,you wold have to look at the tapes in order to make the distincticertain things she's lone i would probably not have done+± aliton the other hand, you know, i don't go out and take images Occbecause that is m mething i cannot do,

	

LMIW

gathering of images i am not the least bit interested in, you see th,,reminds me of my film abKxx background so i would rather submit thepictorial part, i always insisi cn the conceptual part .the pictorial part is kind of arbitrary to me . alot of it . andvice versa, i make programs and she shamelessly

^-, 1 yeahV - .t,e,t,-w.ou"I-d .

fo_emal r ~I,l sot is~nth~.tlAedher oo GU~c~.";oul o ta euoverl it . how e
sore

	

process that was already. . . you knc.~, -rou set up a situation
and usually the one of us that set up the situation
would not be the one who vould execute it . that eay.

i would set up somethin" and . ood- r ,,rculd ,ualk in and say, oh, ;;ri
(and i 7;couldn't knc .,i what in the hell to do with it1~

but even for the first two years we might not~-cz7ow which of usdid what

well, it's a ver-- strange thing, i think when goiill .study thework, score of it is ambiguous enough to be °o~-*d .,;

	

eitherof us, some of it is ext :eaely specific, like JPns work, likeusing various or_ticall~'-she didn't mind working with reality asi was trying-to, reality you see, buy then she used a way that wasvery similar to conceptual, itt s tery abstractive anyway,
so i can apcept it, so we have no problem. i car- like her work,which is good .

St woody's work is alwaysVdidactic~-e likes to put it into that
context of score kind of a --

{r i 1lke prir itive rniar-ric, 'Lire a hand and what happens &round it
hard is notorious . it's ambiguous . i like to work with that



W

	

kind of minimal image put in the context of somethin ,
absolutely abmormal_

St well neither of us likes ambiguous images . I am willing to
live with a lot of them because i always just count or. i t that

people will r_ct f- nd then= ambiguous. you know what i
neap - i all not ~-:ant to verbally explain somethin-- because i think
that people should just see it . the way one image follows another,
that it has an rrde~and woody likes to be able to explain it
to be able to show the order and if not pictorially, then he is
unashamed of just verbalizing. i t . s> that mecrle will understand
that

	

that i s the order .

W i

	

"eve
that" image hr °t .JC t o i tio al context has anything
if - it is a radical image t is useless because it cannot be
explained at all-.

	

in otr~er :~.orltd.s ,

	

i wool~ ra

	

use an emr~ty kL+~tfcL
witYnothin' in it but the permutati on cf that

	

r~.r:e , but
now i2m referring to sr cific wore which you. would have to see

t have this be intelli~e t . no . our discussion is_k'ith-e~n
within certain limitatio s you can not.
interrert the work only wben you. are tal --in ,:O,

	

bout it .
the statements we May r_a .e mair be contradictory

nt which delivers em-ty fr-.rres only
act indicates certain style

r -uicture an advancement in a

which in fact of that seam
fractually, by mvement, in

again i canf df't per sonall �
-o

	

tb+qW -T "	_
~a_~!ri i don't come from a. ~ictcriol tradition at all
i am not a painter . if =nythin7 i would be able to defend

photography t some degree an ;,, that is in tottal

	

~c
+aatcaiud_

	

contradiction with the con, ruter l - : photography ,
computer graphis are in contradiction to~~pomputer photographics
Computer graphics indicate t r

	

s a Akucture which is'ILlirduced
by handy it i s a graphic wor_

	

ven by reduction of the ychoto~raphic
image you can hold up a gradual image but i would 1_ke to
maintain what is a. photo^;rahic image which is in tradition
photograhy

St what do you mean by the tradition of video? ,

it represents t me a certain truth in narrative car
cOYU.,W-

~dto use my photogra, hic work _te--eat graphic ko rkthese two.,terms seem to me - well in a technological

	

_sense there is even much more deeper conseouences on the°mncgraphic is purely two dimensional -with less shading

	

IVn514~lets -say from what reality would bring to an imageso this whole context of whether the image becomes graphicor photographic infact a demand of aesthetic and technologica 1talk . you have to sort out what is phttograph

	

and graphicjust to understand what i air, tacking a.rout .4kr:hen i amtalking about tools we always try to keep the tradition of photographic but yet people sometimes refer to it as graphic .tl e whole category of commuter graphics is very hard to escapeyet we project onto this video t maintain the traditionof video

and since i am not a proiri doing grarnh;ic work, i have, no reasoy,



W

	

image that is rather of a 'hot : gratihic character than graphic
and the way of obtaining it is from taking it from simple

life space

St does it also have to do with dyn=.mic versus static image ?

W that's a more different area but'i am gled you said it . sure it is .
because infact graphic indicates even the phase accumulations (soft
or animations is rather concei,Fed a

	

iAained from a real or
life space in object movemet . 'Mw

these are nuances th

	

are very

	

t \,,I-,.en you work with it .
i t becomes a moralistic clash a collision of two maral
possibiliteis that practically we would call graphic, photographic,
computer ?raphic or filmaker so these are names that someone

has thought up liken art critic

/St i sort of divide my colleagues who work with trovin- image
into iconic and dynamic - very sill*ords and they don't mean
anything, but what i mean by iconic art is that certain artists
are obsessed by the space which they have acheived with in the frame

they put their whole cosmos into that and the other ones are the ones
that percd&ve the cosmos to be outside the frame and the frame
this tiny little whole where you can see a part of it

	

I!T~

I2 where you are peeking through

St yes, and the way you can detect

	

the iconic ones, they are
so satisfied to woriic within the `ram e and they usually put the
object straight in the middle . they move it around within thatframe . the other ones have things move in or they are maybe framedso that you have a half a cow inside and the other half outside andyou don't try to comTensate . or you assume or you vive your viewerthe idea that there is just as much outside what yo ,~ can s-ee,that to me is interesting that people should always thin', like that .s o the satisfaction within the frame has more to do with pet -, le wholike to work in graphics . it has somethin:r to do with that whole ideaof graphics - yeah or people who like tc .,rork in photography althoughsome photo;-raphers also violate this

W although photo^raphy is extremely sophisticated, you can't laythat down on a4specific style . photography

	

d4~~es of all forms .
St that is true . except they only get one frame .

74 ;&, 4/L41
~,v

	

It s a view but they still wmrk with time . i t is v . I Lmited co-z aredi think photography developed a different kind of sophistication
1rhich normally "would not have this space to_

	

work in
pnr"Ithere is a tremendous mental space toobserve details, 3ieur 'perception can get jammed by movement or movementtp >ces precedence over other elements of image .

	

that's what we dc, themost primitive and primary interest is the movement which isprobably comes from preservation of life you know when scmethinmoves you must observe in order to see what it is . the r-n-ovemnt is . . .
St .yeah., that's my material .

1-1 it's totally orimary material .

	

it's vibration .
W it's prima - also it's located. more or less not in the center of trOf the retin not in the forbia but the movment detection of actionis in peripheral vision . ~?



the moving image is the primary image - real time as we call it
which indicates that the movement as it entersis the movemnt as it
exits the sy stem

	

,
.

i was going to ask you about time .
w -::eli, it's a long essay on time

so ask me that .
lYl

	

_

	

Q.

	

Pa'so~.s
real time, that concept is a mystery because ~, pe

	

- s own real time
always distorted - so you arm talking about an electronically measurf
time

b1 i tell you i,got a whole different perspective on it this morning
because i got a letter - she got a transcription of an interview in
NY and that per son i s a film person . .

	

for him realtime was
unedited videotape or unedited film . and it's right, it was
once referred to as real time . start the camera and end . but for u :
it totally bypasses this notion of realtime as actually

as a continuity of time, what we call real time is contrary to non-
realtime - Which an eletronic system especially a computer
organizes themselves . i t is the ability or una.bility to

deal F&th the amount of information during delivery and retreival
so let me put it very straight - if you want to make very
complex images on the computer you have to infact deliveraa f~+l frame that takes it apart or works on 'It for a second,maybe minutes, sometimes 15 minutes and delivers it to the

medium which again vthas to be time lapse - which, except forthe sequence of these frames in time will actuallyproduceagain the real time but once . . .

y1 yes, we could say film is a real time and animation eventually
becomes realtime when viewed, but what is imj~#Qtant to say is that
in that process you don't have a feedback mode . a feedbac% mode istaken away from you because the process isn't done, you know it is beyon-4-

your control y6u can init44te and pr cc-ram the movement but when you
view it it may be contrary to what you wanted or it brings a

different let us say gesture of language instei.ad of
reprexenting movement which has a crescendo and ecrescendo
other property `which is so minut#ut so importa

	

xt togestural communication . it may disappear or it may brin=
inverted forms of thats why in animation you may see an ar"-azinggesture they meant maybe in that way yet you perceive it the otherway. so, what we rather do, we let the system articulate this .since we only deal with a realtime systems we continuously judge itinstantly in a feedback mode in real mode

ant



S- which i call interactive realtime
W could be , interactive, i would call it rta ~ behaviour that can b ,modified instantly . so it's rather behavioural than interactive .i don't mind writing a program and looking at it uninteractivelythat is i judge it,

	

d~tca b repeated self change it tha is ican'4write a program

	

d

	

g

	

1 ., in an instant process - it' s notlike film you have to develop it . but again

	

don't want to betoo much bigoted about it because there are` no~. instant replays andthe process is netting closer and closer c ambi ucu rfor us, just to make it straight, realtime is,technologies~
St : god &W-
- you just video and video out . it's a necessity of- it's .ot anaesthetic choice
St and-this cost us lots of money but it hal to be realtime .UU 4-

because if we had been satisfied with anythin; less than realtimewe could have cut some dollars out . it's a matter of - it's the mostimportant thing because i cannot, i just don't have the skill, theinterest and the atitude to work ir~a frozen frame .whatever medium that would be - i just don't, i couldn't do itanimation or whatever medium -sc it has to be realtime, that'snumber one . and i would sacrifice - and any kind of image makingsacrifice because you cannot make the perfect image
so i would sacrfice a lot of things before i would sacrifice realtimEthat's the only thing i would never sacrifice .

but we don't '_know nonrealtim*t's net in cur craft at all . i t wcu"_d heto be extremely - we would have to chan e all the experience we haveand make non real time images .
J your background beinR_in music fits more into process work
St yes, i guess music

	

iniev realtime andinteractivelyit -Cannot exist in any frozen moment .
4Y yes, the frozen moment of sound is silence, the frozen moment

of moving image is the still (image)a very profound discovery .
i noticed when beaumont newhall asked a ouestion on photogra 'rly
of gene youngblood, younblood referred to the photograph as a
still, - certainly if you= came from the single image orphotographic bakk round you would rarely refer to the photo asa still . 41,64)

	

15',~St i would e4*sn make that sinee mistake - i would say still . . .
wCok

J you just did; ~-brought it up - it made me see how yourperceptions are a moving , growing,, aairing perception ratherthan static .
working with this equipment, which functions in the ways wehave been talking about, i vo ndered if it altered your personal lifeperceptions?

EutrSt it is very referential, you know . like

	

-;other medium, youlearn so much about yourself - that goes for



St everything . the computer is different because it is not
an art tool in the samy way. i t is even ircre invojved

in givin,= you an idea. of who you are . it is a philosophy
in itself that information can either beJ there or not be there .

i t is not good and bad, it is good and no

	

ood, _bad and
not bad .

	

so you certainly get into this universe that it is the
absence and cresence of a thing
and not the ccntast of one thing to another and . .

;ri and also the computer gives you a different medium - it is not the
medium that you look at, it is not the hardware, it is something
in between called the code . that means sudenly then that the
experience that you have from other art forms which are analogous

- what you see - cr you can control what you. see by mixing the
color and make the instant felback of the color and your vision,

suddenly there is a code involved in computer and you have to get
hold to master it, you. have to master the code which represents that

particular property . and as gene said yesterday, it is logistic
time NOsh brings these wave forms of analog world, and we chop it
into little pieces -the piece then is reduced so to speak, into a
numbe4and that number then propagates inside of the computer

as the property of or representation of the reality. . but it is
only assembled outside of the system4and its referance to certain reality

that is r p fated from the code to certain value, light color,
so th

	

o ce it is in the computer it is in he form of a code
so there is this intermediary between you and the world . it is the
code . s o that is a new thing to all of the processes that is why we
are so obsessed by the understanding of that code . anyway it is abinary code - but that code can also represent alphabet, 6P,

St it can bring ins pictures from jupitor
W y7s, and that introduction of code into our processes i find very

sic.-nificant . because that is what people want to cover up . you
know many providers of tools - and its users would rather not botherwith it because they-think it is not the creative part of the processbut we discovered otherwise . the creative process should alsobe controlled and finally it should be controlled onthe" 4 It


